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You might have got some more photos of Denmark, or an interesting historical reference from Richard
Middleton, but they wouldn’t fit. Blame Geoff Bird!

Objectives:

The British Human Power Club was formed to foster all aspects of human-powered vehicles - air,
land & water - for competitive, recreational and utility activities, to stimulate innovation in design and development in all
spheres of HPV's, and to promote and to advertise the use of HPV's in a wide range of activities. No Les, Mika
Hakkinen not from Hong Kong. That easy mistake to make.
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Copy date for Issue 57: 1st June 1999!

Letters, articles, pictures, Michael Schumacher’s salary, etc. are always welcome - please send
to the Editor at the address opposite. Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with
most file formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, WordPro/AmiPro or Word easiest to cope
with), but if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

A Day At The Races
BHPC 1999 Season
April 11th
th
May 15
June 12th
th
July 4
August 1st
th
August 28
th
August 29
th
September 19
rd
October 3
October 17th

Eastway Cycle Circuit, London E15
Milton Keynes Bowl, Milton Keynes, Bucks
Darley Moor circuit, near Ashbourne, Derbyshire
Springfield Park, Hayes, Middlesex
Salt Ayre circuit, Lancaster
Ingliston circuit, Edinburgh
Meadowbank velodrome, Edinburgh
Curborough sprint circuit, near Lichfield, Staffs
Castle Combe circuit, near Chippenham, Wilts
AGM meeting, Eastway

No Kirkby event this year – Daddy Green says that the track fell to bits over the winter.
something.

Or

A few additions and updates to the European events – mostly lifted from “Info-Bull”:
30 April - 2 May
Danish Open HPV Championships, Nysted, Denmark
200m sprint, criterium and road race
Contact: Sonny Kallehave, Enghavevej 4 Frejlev, DK-4892 Kettinge
Phone:
(+45) 54873601
Email:
SonnyK@image.dk
Web:
http://www.dcf.dk
13 - 15 May
Bergisch Gladbacher Liegeradtage, Bergisch Gladbach, near Köln, Germany
Road and velodrome races
Contact: Veloladen Liegeräder, Dolmanstraße 20, D-51427
Bergisch Gladbach
Phone: (+49) 2204 61075
Fax:
(+49) 2204 61076
Email:
bgly@veloladen.com
5 – 6 June
CycleVision ‘99, Lelystad, The Netherlands
200m sprint, 6 hour race, criterium, hour race, 50m drags, Devil-Take-TheHindmost
Contact: Ymte Sijbrandij, Flevobike, De Morinel 55, NL 8251 HT Dronten
Phone: (+31) 321 337200
Fax:
(+31) 321 337201
Email:
flevobike@wxs.nl or ymte@ligfiets.net
Web:
http://www.ligfiets.net
13 - 22 August
World HPV Championships, Interlaken, Switzerland - see separate details in
this issue
28 - 29 August
World Rail HPV Championships, Laupen, Switzerland
Contact: Jürg Hölzle, Spitzackerstraße 9, 4410 Liestal
Phone: (+41) 33 335 31 55 (evenings)
(+41) 61 921 21 56 (weekends)
Fax:
(+41) 33 228 30 39 (work)
Email:
info@futurebike.ch
Web:
http://www.futurebike.ch/events/rail
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16 - 19 September

1000 km von Hockenheim, near Heidelberg, Germany
Non-stop race around the 4.2 mile Hockenheim motor racing circuit – billed as
“The Last Great Bike Race Of The Millennium”
Contact: “Die Tausend Kilometer Von Hockenheim”, Postfach 2295,
D-67332 Speyer
Web:
http://members.aol.com/die1000km/

gNick Speaks!
Dear Listeners,
Following a few phone and e-mail queries here is a brief summary of the rules, regulations and downright
bizarre club practices.

Rules
1.
2.

3.

4.

There are not a lot of rules
Thou shalt wear a helmet according to the Lelystad agreement - i.e. for those riders who are not
totally enclosed in a fairing this should be of a recognised national standard (e.g. SNELL) and those
in a full fairing should wear a helmet of some form (e.g. old fashioned “hairnet” type). On safety
grounds I would say that a full fairing or at least that part covering the rider’s head should be at least
the Karrimat ® type foam not just fabric.
There MUST be a provision for the mounting of a forward facing (very important) and left facing
(also very important although easier to do) number of A5 size. The front number should not be
inclined at more than 45º to the vertical (we need to be able to see it) but can be curved with a
maximum border of 10mm around the number (this means that you can turn your front number into
a very small nosecone without compromising your unfairedness).
The passing of wet fish between competitors during an event is no longer permissible, due to abuse
of this privilege in the last season, although the discussion of the price of ham is still there as an
alternative.

Classes
Note the primary/secondary division does not mean lots and lots of small classes just that there are more
points available for those who fall into the secondary classes.
For example a lady riding an unfaired armpowered trike will get points in unfaired, ladies, multitrack and
armpowered classes whereas yours truly riding a faired bike will only (fail to) get points for the faired
class.

Primary
Unfaired
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

The naked vehicle with the following allowable accoutrements:Tail fairing - the old rule about a practical luggage compartment has been replaced with any form of
tail fairing although it should not protrude appreciably forward of the seat. If in doubt ask me.
Disc wheels, whether of the fabric wheelcovers or ferociously expensive composite wheels.
Exotically shaped front number board - this can be big enough to allow a 10mm border around the
number, which is A5 in size.
ABS braking
Air bags
Bench vice, socket set and Richard Ballantine (old in-joke to prove I am a sad person)

Faired
This is anything that is not unfaired
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Secondary
Ladies
Due to the shortage of Ladies competing, this class covers both faired and unfaired so to make
it fairer (sic); get lots more ladies to take part and we can split the class.

Multitrack
Unfaired vehicle with more than two wheels - yes I know that you can get a multitrack bicycle
but that is not the point.

Armpowered
Says it all really - hopefully we will get more competitors this year to make Kevin work a bit
harder.

Events
·

·
·
·

·
·

These normally aim to start around about 11:30 (ahem) so getting to the track between 10 to 10:30
is a good idea. Bring some money as there is a race entry fee - this is normally £5 but does vary
according to how expensive the track is.
Non members are allowed to race but not on a continual basis - non-members don’t get no points.
Pre registration is not something that exists within the BHPC so just turn up - we have never stopped
someone from competing on the grounds of absence of registratification.
DO enter your name, number, class, machine name (silly, cute, descriptive - whatever) and sign the
registration sheet - this ensures that you are covered by the third party insurance and also allows us
to work out who was at the event in what class and riding what.
Lap scoring - most of our events are run in two heats for this purpose so please volunteer your
services for the heat you aren’t competing in - it saves time trying to get people.
BE helpful - those of us that are running the event are usually taking part as well so the less running
around after people we have to do the easier it is for us to get ready for the race.

Points
Are awarded thuswise
1st
6th

- 20
-6

2nd
7th

- 15
-4

3rd
8th

- 12
-3

4th
9th

- 10
-2

5th
10th

-8
-1

It would help the Official Points Collator considerably if:
a)
b)

You do not use the same number for a faired and unfaired machine.
You do not use the same number as another competitor, especially one in the same race!

The AGM Eastway event this year WILL be a points event just to make sure that the scorers have to do
some lightning work before the prize giving and everyone gets moving a bit quicker.
Well that’s about it except to thank those who helped last year - particularly Nigel Brown for the work he
put in to try and find an alternative course in the North East to replace Hetton Lyons which has become
too unsafe (local kids) which I decided not to take up on.
As a final note - if you need details of events by all means ring me but not (a) during the day or (b) after
9 in the evening due to (a) work and (b) small child; also I may well not be there the night before an event
so be warned!
See you there
gNick
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A Night At The Opera
A whole slew of non-racing events since the last issue came out. The Bloxham tour is still
going ahead, in spite of Geoff’s recent misfortune.
8 - 9 May

28 - 30 May

26 – 27 June
30 July - 2 August

29 July - 1 August

August

4 – 5 September

Bikefix recumbent weekend, based at the Old Red Lion, Castle Acre, Norfolk.
£75, includes accommodation and use of all Bikefix machines, but anyone with
their own bike is welcome to join in. Plenty of accommodation in local pubs
and guest houses, or free camping in the pub garden.
Contact: Stuart Dennison, Bikefix, 48 Lambs Conduit St, London WC1 3LJ
Phone: 0171 405 1218
Email:
Stuart@bikefix.co.uk
Web:
http://www.bikefix.co.uk/humanpower
th
5 Berliner HPV Festival, Berlin, Germany
Contact: Peter Stöber, Soldinerstraße 72, D-13359 Berlin
Phone: (+49) 30 4934647
Email:
pitstoeb@cityweb.de
Web:
http://www.in-berlin.de/User/jojo/HPV
Just when I’d got the whole Newsletter finished, that ****** Geoff sent some
more details about the Oxfordshire Social Tour. You’ll have to go to page 38
for details, because I refuse to rearrange the whole thing again!!!
bike right - The Lancaster Cycling Weekend
Provisional programme:th
Thurs. 29 7pm onwards - earliest check-in at campsite then socialise in the
bar. Camping is £3.50 per person per night for those over 12 years old.
Fri. 30th
Rides: Long(ish) leave 11am; Short leave 3pm; Socialise at the pub with the
possibility of an outside fire to sit round
st
Sat. 31
Ride to ASDA for breakfast; Folding ride (not confirmed); Incredibly long and
hard ride ;Medium ride; Short, scenic, not in a hurry ride; Evening socialising
with the possibility of a quiz AND an outside fire to sit round
Sun. 1st
Celebrate the first day of the last August this century by going to ASDA for
breakfast; Racing - BHPC recumbent races at Salt Ayre track; Blending into ad
lib rides to nowhere in particular; Less raucous socialising at the pub
nd
Mon. 2
Survivors ride. Gentle with stop for lunch; The End
Contact: Steve Andrews, 2 Nether Lodge Farm, Quernmore, Lancaster,
LA2 9EF
Phone: 01524 381671
ECO-Trip, Kaarina, Finland
4 day tour in Finland. Bring sleeping bag and mat, warm clothing, rain gear
and swimming kit! It’s the warmest time of the year in Finland – it sez ‘ere!
Contact: Olli Kuusisto, Kaarina-Piikkiö Open College,
Lautakunnankatu 4B Kaarina, PB22, FI-20781 Kaarina
Phone: (+358) 24110871
Fax:
(+358) 22434066
Email:
olli.kuusisto@kaarina.fi
Web:
http://www.abo.fi/~agustavs/echo/
Tour from Calais to Interlaken and back for 1999 World Championships. Ian is
proposing to camp, but those too aged, fragile or wealthy to follow suit are still
welcome!
Contact: Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Essex, CO5 0NR
Phone: 01621 586653 (home)
The second Bikefix recumbent weekend. Details as above.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
April 1st has been and gone, so the season for jokes, japes and pranks
is past. Moreover, subscriptions to the BHPC are now due. Non-payment means no Newsletter, which in turn means no further reason to
live.
For a miserly £10 (UK members) or £16 (overseas members), your life
will continue to have Meaning, in the shape of a quartet of fine fat
crispy Newsletters dropping onto your doormat. Cheques should be
made payable to BHPC, and sent to Dennis Adcock at the address on
Page 2. Overseas members, please make payment in Sterling only.
As an aside, could editors of other publications with whom we have a
subscription swap please contact Dennis, to remind his database of
this fact, as otherwise Terrible Things can happen (ask Bob Bryant if
you dont believe me...)

The Editor Joins The Department Of Navel Contemplation
Intro
Not much to report since the last issue. The Manchester Velodrome event has just finished as I type this,
but we didn’t go - Tina doesn’t like tight velodromes, my bike is still in bits, the Formula 1 season has just
started and we sold our car. Apart from this excitement?

Ouch!
While Issue 55 was at the printers, I got a call from Fiona Grove, bearing the unhappy news that Geoff
Bird had fallen from his mountain bike on a patch of black ice, only a few hundred yards from his front
door, resulting in a seriously broken leg. The medicos have screwed it all back together again, but as the
damage is all up at the top, they have said he won’t be putting weight on it for six months. This has
effectively scuppered Geoff’s 1999 racing and bike-building season, but the news is not all bad. The
Bloxham-based social tour, being organised by Geoff, Fiona and the Tweddles, will still happen. And
Fiona says that the CAD system which Geoff and business partner Jerry were on the point of acquiring
will now most likely be set up in their living room for a while, so I predict a computer-designed Velodynamics
for the 2000 season...

Ouch 2!
This winter, I have mainly been building wheels... Before going to Denmark, I built a new front wheel for
Marchant The Wonder Bike, as the old one was very tired and had recently been attacked by a large hole
outside Manor House station. Now a radially-spoked front wheel is not the most difficult thing to build, but
all the same I felt rather proud of myself. Then, not long before Christmas, I was trying to pass a car,
clipped the kerb, went down and watched as the car drove over my rear wheel, turning it into something
very unround indeed. A bit of investigation showed I could buy a wheel-truing stand and new rim for
about the same price as a complete wheel, and as I already have a shed-load of hubs, I took this path. It
wasn’t that difficult at all, so emboldened by my success, I rebuilt Tina’s rear wheel around a newer hub.
Fourteen hours after completing this task, she received a gentle nudge in the tailbox from a large tipper
truck, and toppled over onto the pavement, with the bike’s wheels sticking out into the road. The truck
promptly ran over both wheels... Not long afterwards, my front wheel fell into a Bicycle Trap freshly dug
by Trolls in the service of Haringey Council, so I spent a not-so-happy weekend building yet more wheels.
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Now I’d always thought that wheelbuilding was something best left to Experts, but I had found a set of
instructions which were really rather clear and simple. This was on the Web site of one Sheldon Brown,
who works for Harris Cyclery, a bike shop somewhere in Massachussetts. The site can be found at: http:/
/www.sheldonbrown.com/ and in addition to Sheldon’s guide to wheelbuilding, contains more information
about bicycles in general than most sane people will ever need to know.

18th Annual Aluminum Extrusion Design Competition
No, really! Not only does it exist, but:
“The competition also featured a separate student category. Three Technical University of Denmark
students captured the grand prize and $750 for their design of a recumbent tricycle for urban transportation.”
And:
“City Jet Recumbent Tricycle -- Student Grand Prize Winner. The City Jet, a recumbent tricycle designed
for urban transportation, features a frame of bonded anodized extruded aluminum. A new concept vehicle, the City Jet combines environmentally friendly transportation with the pleasures of open air cycling,
while meeting the need for weather protection and loading capacity. The City Jet features a variable
geometrical chassis powered by a simple gas-cylinder. It offers the flexibility of riding in two positions: a
lower position for a faster pace or long distances, while a higher position offers good overall visibility and
plenty of space for storing goods in the
trunk-like carrying space. Using extruded aluminum profiles and vacuummolding technology, the City Jet's construction and design is based on series production methods. The designers selected extruded aluminum to
fulfill the need for a light and integrated
frame construction, affordable tool
costs, and a sustainable use of material. The designers selected aluminum
alloy series 7000 for its high strength
and light weight, as well as its flexibility to choose profiles where design and
function are integrated.”
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“...Designers: Thomas Geisler, Andrew Kristensen, Carsten Soerensen; Technical University of Denmark, Mechanical Engineering Department... The winning designs will be featured on the [Aluminum]
association's Web site: http://www.aluminum.org”
They're not there yet, or at least I couldn't find them, but the project does have its own web page, http://
www.iks.dtu.dk/cityjet/CITYJet_homepage.html, from which the pictures were half-inched. Someone in
Denmark clearly knows how to drive a CAD system...

Our Friends In The East...
...alias the UCI, have come up with another beauty. Mike Burrows told me about it at the AGM, but I didn’t
believe it - mountain bikes must run on 26” wheels. But it’s there in the UCI rule book in black and white.
They don’t say which 26” wheel, though I’d guess ISO 559 (about 22”...). So all you vertically-challenged
MTB racer wannabes out there had better think again (cue Randy Newman singing “Short People”).

More Records?
This posting appeared recently on the hpv mailing list. Would it be legal??
Date: Wed, 20 Jan 1999 06:33:40 -0700
From: John Snyder
Subject: [hpv] 448 mph HPV !
Of course there's a catch.
The recent mirth on the lists about toy HPVs and trolleys inspired the lads and I to drag out their old slot
car set then hook it up to the stationary 12v pedal power generator.
What a hoot!
The wiring was a snap. We finally figured out that the leads from the Bosch fan motor/generator just
needed to be in contact with the rails of the track, thus we didn't need the pistol-grip controllers. Pedal a
little bit on the stationary cycle, the 1/32nd scale Ford racer zipped around the oval track with more
"umph" then when the AC power pack was used.
Pedal faster, the tiny electric car goes faster. Pedal slower, the car goes slower. We estimated that the
model ran controllable laps around 14 mph. So multiply that by 32, to get a scale equivalent velocity of
448 mph. We could have easily gone many times faster with either a longer track or one that was appropriately banked.
But, man-o-live, play the "what-if" game. Imagine if ten people were all pedalling away on $10 stationary
generators inputting into a velodrome-sized track to power an electric luge which carried a living passenger.
No, I'm not making a claim on the DeciMach. <wink>

Not In Scandinavia...
Remember the recent article about recumbents being banned from assorted events, most notably the
Trondheim-Oslo race in Norway? Oops, silly me, it’s not a race, is it, otherwise they wouldn’t give a
$2000 “prize” to the “winner”, who is not the person to complete the distance in the shortest time (unless
he’s riding an upright bike). It also mentioned the ban on recumbents in the VaetternRundan, the largest
cycling event in Sweden. Richard Middleton sent me the following update on the situation, which has so
incensed one of the US members of the HPV e-mail list that he is selling his Saab...
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“The Bicycle News Agency, January 24th, 1999, By: Ernst Poulsen and Loris Tissino
SWEDISH BIKE EVENT CONFIRMS RECUMBENT-BAN
The huge Swedish Bike Event "VaetternRundan" has decided to keep a recumbent ban, reports Bengt
Hedbjork, from the Swedish HPV-club. The secretariat of the VaetternRundan supposedly recommended
that a small number of recumbents would be allowed in this years event. However, after a "lively" discussion at a board meeting in October, the board - in a secret vote - decided not to allow recumbents.
In 1998 VaetternRundan claimed that local police was behind a recumbent-ban, but the BNA exposed
that this claim was only backed by a single police officer, who happened to be involved with organizing
the event. VaetternRundan has never produced any statistics which suggest recumbents are dangerous, but organizers have stated that they do not want their event to be a "staging area for the development of bicycles". Although recumbents will be banned in 1999, there is still plenty of room for ordinary
cyclists. The event has just raised the maximum number of participants from 16000 to 17400.”

But Maybe In Northamptonshire?
Remember what I wrote about record-breaking venues in the last issue? The other day I came across
this article:
“Plans for an $80 million, 1.5-mile oval have been revealed. The track, called Rockingham Motor Speedway, would be built near Northampton, England, and could be ready for racing in 2000. Real estate
developer Peter Davies is behind the project. He chose the site in '91 and has been trying to raise money
since then. His partners include a U.K. construction company, Morrison, and a landscaping company,
Powerbetter Developments. Davies and his group claim there is sufficient financial backing for the project,
and he says he has consulted relevant U.S. sanctioning bodies about the track layout and safety requirements. CART officials said the sanctioning body is interested in overseas ventures, but has had no
discussions with Rockingham organizers. The owners want to establish a multi-purpose race and test
facility (both Lola Cars International and Reynard Racing Cars are nearby), as well as help establish U.K.
oval-racing classes.”

News From Peter Ross
Just in time to avoid the last Newsletter, Uncle Peter sent out the following announcement:
PRESS RELEASE
Demand for the Trice recumbent tricycle has increased so much over the past year that it has overwhelmed the production facilities of Crystal Engineering.
From 1st January 1999 production of the Trice, the Speed Ross, the Festina and the Gem two seat
sociable trike will be carried out by Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, a new company run by partners Chris
Parker and Neil Selwood who have a wealth of recumbent experience behind them.
Production will take place at a new address in Falmouth, Cornwall shown below, but the telephone, FAX
and e-mail addresses have not changed.
The new company will also make the Roadhog CLWB recumbent and develop the compact recumbent
tandem, both designed and developed by Chris Parker
Freed from the production treadmill, Peter Ross will concentrate on development work, with the immediate object of getting the Festina and Gem into production for Spring 1999 delivery. Delivery dates will
quickly improve, and all existing dealer arrangements will continue.
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ICE Ltd Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd
Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works
Tregoniggie Industrial Estate
Bickland Water Road, FALMOUTH
Cornwall TR11 4SN
Tel & FAX +44-1326-378848
e-mail tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk
Directors:

Neil Selwood
Christopher Parker

Race Results
A couple of corrections to the race results published in the last edition. Firstly, Geoff Bird tells me that he
actually beat Pete Cox at Curborough, rather than the other way round. This doesn’t affect Pete’s final
score, but gives Geoff a revised total of 9 points, lifting him above Andy Harrington in the table. Then
Jonathan Woolrich gently pointed out that it was hardly likely that Roy MacDonald and Steve Donaldson
both finished second at Hayes. Re-checking the results from the day proved him right - Steve was
second and Roy third. This gives Roy a total of 77 points for the season, but doesn’t affect the positions
at all - Roy is still second and Steve third.

This Issue
Those of you who have been waiting for months to find out all about the BHPC’s Expedition To The North
Pole Denmark need wait no more. Because I am both an Editor and an Egomaniac, I have put the full
and unexpurgated article in this issue, which if nothing else will allow the page count to reach double
figures. It is unlikely that there will be an instalment of the GTO Saga in this issue, not because I finally
cut it into small chunks, weighted it with bricks and threw it into the river, but because progress has been
stultifyingly slow recently. Plus we haven’t finished the latest film yet, so there’s no pictures. Many
thanks to Nigel Sleigh for his encouraging message on the answering machine the other week.

Let’s All Meet Up In The Year 2000
In the AGM Report in the last issue, I observed that the North Americans were unsure as to whether they
would be hosting the 2000 Worlds. I have since been assured that they will be so doing, though the
venue is as yet undecided. There’s a possibility that it will be somewhere in the vicinity of Montreal,
Canada. I’ll keep you posted. To add confusion, the organisers of a monster cycling festival to be held in
Amsterdam next June wanted to have the World Championships as part of their event, but it seems that
there will be a sort of mega-CycleVision, transplanted from Lelystad, instead.

BHPC Gets Wired
Following the item about the (lack of) presence of the Club on the World Wide Web, a couple of people
contacted me to ask why, and offered the use of free web space they had lying around. Lacking anything
better to do at the time, I started nailing something together, and was on the point of actually doing
something with it when news reached me that John Olson, who had earlier promised his services to do
the necessary, had done The Business. A quick scan of his site showed it to be much better than mine,
even though John says it’s still under development. Point and click your way to http://www.demon.co.uk/
fcms/bhpc. Many thanks to John for his work, and also to Ben Cooper and Al Johnson who offered to
provide space for my efforts.

The Outro
Due to lack of space, I have had to omit one of the worst jokes in living memory. You lucky people!!!
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To The Land Of The Giant Rhubarb 1
Preceding Bit
Euro ’98. Denmark. How to get there? Six of us
rode to Farum in ’93 and lived to tell the tale, so it
was obvious. Parents and colleagues are astounded: “How are you going to get there?” “Ride.”
“How will you get to Harwich?” “Ride.” “You’re mad,
you are!”. Well, maybe. Work on the GTO had to
cease; there was no way I was going to get it even
remotely roadworthy prior to setting off, what with
foul weather, various weekends taken up with other
stuff and the need to get the bikes themselves
checked over prior to departure. Which we managed, though the last day was somewhat fraught.
My rear wheel disk was found to be broken. One
of my panniers likewise. Getting all the luggage
Extra luggage capacity...
packed was a nightmare, the more so when I
thought it was all in, only for another armful of plastic bags to appear. Would it rain horribly all the time? Would the trailer break down in the middle of
nowhere? Would we even make it as far as Harwich? Well, the fact that I’m able to write this proves that
something went right, i.e. we got home alive…

Our recently-purchased Yak BoB trailer has been christened “Cartman”, after
the fat kid in “South Park”. This is because when fully-laden, it is big and fat,
and not because it has a four-foot flag sticking out of its rear end, Ian. The
name allows one to yell “Dammit, Cartman!!” in a ridiculous cartoon voice whenever a hill requiring the small chainring is encountered. Which is quite often.
August 1st
A route has been plotted from Walthamstow to Harwich. The night before departure, my father has
dictated one over the phone which his computer worked out. I notice that it takes the long long hill out of
Chigwell. We decide to stick to mine… At first the weather is quite pleasant, but after a brief stretch on
the A12 out to Gants Hill, it grows misty and a bit chilly. We take the back roads, in the main, through
Hainault, Collier Row, Havering-atte-Bower, Stapleford Abbots, Kelvedon Hatch, Writtle and so to Chelmsford, for a break in the park. The sun is starting to come out, and overall the first 50 km have not been bad
at all, apart from Tina’s front mech. being unwilling to get the chain onto the 24T inner ring. Normally she
has a 30, but…
From Chelmsford through Boreham, then a brief foray onto the A12. This confirms my feeling that
heavily laden tourists and fast main roads are not compatible. Off it again, to Writtle. It starts to drizzle,
so we don waterproof jackets, in spite of Tina’s assertion that “it won’t last long”. The drizzle doesn’t last
long, ‘tis true, and by the far end of town it has been replaced by a downpour of Hettonesque proportions.
We have to stop, not to take shelter (as it would have been impossible to get any wetter), but to change
our shades to allow us to see at all. Fortunately, the route followed at this stage is devoid of traffic, except
when we stop for a navigation / fag pause. Enter a man in a Travis Perkins van; he is looking for the road
to Tiptree. “Those are recumbents, aren’t they?” he asks. “My brother’s building one.” We give him
Dennis’ address, and look longingly at his van, wondering if there’s space enough inside for two Kingcycles
and Cartman, but he departs before we can ask.
After Tiptree, the weather improves, or at least the rain stops. Not wishing to find that the RowhedgeWivenhoe ferry, which Paul Craig and I used in 1993, had disappeared, we have to go through the middle
1

True. Many Danish minor roads, and all Danish cykel paths, are lined with enormous rhubarb plants.
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of Colchester in order to cross the river Colne. Tina doesn’t like Colchester – it’s twinned with her home
town of Wetzlar, and thus she was obliged to spend some time there as a teenager on an exchange visit.
She also doesn’t like the hill out of the town, which is starting to make her right knee seize up, and is also
less than happy with her husband’s inability to find lunch. The said husband finally does find lunch of a
sort, in Elmstead Market – rarely has nasty pub sausage, egg and chips tasted so welcome. The last 25
km into Harwich are horrible; we are both very tired, it’s quite hot and the wind is incapable of deciding
from whence it bloweth – anywhere except behind us, basically. Also why is the check-in time in Harwich
an hour and a half before departure, when it’s only 45 minutes in Esbjerg? But at least they don’t make
us go up and over the ramp onto the ferry, instead they open the gates specially. Nice people. The bikes
are lashed down and a (very slow) dash is made for the cabin. The shower is wonderful, the beer less so.
Not that it tasted bad or anything, it’s just that a can of McEwans Export is about three times what it costs
in our local beer-off. Raid the duty-free shop and fall into bed. 125 km today, which is very nearly twice
what Tina has ever managed in a day before – no wonder she’s knackered!

Although we brought various straps and bungies with us, and Scandinavian
Seaways provide handy ropes for lashing bikes down, I’m still uneasy about the
security of the bike, and fall into a restless sleep, dreaming of Marchant The
Wonder Bike savaging the nice Norwegian’s shiny XJ12 in the night. For this,
and other reasons, I don’t sleep too well.
August 2nd
Overnight, the vessel has developed a nasty corkscrewing motion, which is particularly unpleasant in the
confined and windowless cabin. We try to chase it off with breakfast, which doesn’t help, and then with
sitting out on deck, which does, a little. We could have done without the smell of chips wafting out of the
caff, though. The weather is grey and gloomy, a far cry from 1993, when Dave Low, Paul Craig and I
loafed on the deck in blazing sunshine. Finally the ship does its party trick of turning round in the harbour,
and we roll out onto Danish concrete. No formalities, as the police, customs, immigration etc. are too
busy giving a thorough going-over to a gang of hairy Scandinavian motorcyclists instead. It’s only lunchtime, so we figure on getting 50 or 60 km done, as the countryside is only slightly rolling, and the gentle
wind is coming firmly from behind. Things have gone from bad to worse for Tina, though, as not only is
her knee still playing up, but one of the tubes of the seat frame is biting her bum. Matters are not helped
by an Editorial map-misreading, resulting in our taking the wrong road out of Fåborg. The road gets
narrower, then turns into a stretch of loose and rough track – not recommended on a laden SWB machine. Fortunately, it comes out
on the right road, and after 58 km
we reach the campsite in
Vorbasse, which is recommended.
New tent erected, and stays
erected! New Thermarest mattresses also erected and stay
erected!! These are wonderful,
actually, as they roll up into a bag
small enough that two will easily
fit into a Kingcycle tailbox and yet
still leave space for tools, tent
poles, first-aid kit, maps, camera,
wallets, fags and jumpers. The
Vorbasse: Tina counts her legs
only drawback is that they cost
sixty quid each.

Denmark, as any fule kno, is highly agricultural. Indeed, it is justly famous for its
dead pigs. However, live pigs saw we none. Cows, sheep, horses, deer and
even ostriches, but nary a porker anywhere. We think they must all live indoors.
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August 3rd
Having decided that the visit to Legoland could wait until the return journey, when we would have a bit
more time, the days starts in a leisurely manner, and it isn’t until gone eleven that we finally get moving,
in the direction of Billund. Things start to go wrong rather quickly, however, as we reach the roadworks.
They are resurfacing the road, one half at a time, and a stretch of about a mile is single-lane, controlled
with temporary traffic lights. The delay on the lights is not sufficient to allow slow vehicles such as
ourselves right through before the tin boxes start coming the other way. After a near miss with a big 4x4
I manage to get up onto the new bit, ignoring the shouts of the workmen. It’s like riding through treacle,
but at least you don’t have enraged motorists trying to overtake on both sides. Tina can’t get over the
ridge, and plugs on to the end. Onto the main road into Billund – no cycle path and lots of heavy traffic.
She’s now falling a long way behind, and I have visions of dumping the gear somewhere and shooting
back to Esbjerg to rent a Transit. Then, just outside Legoland, she takes her left foot out of the pedal, and
the shoe plate stays there – all three attachment holes for the Look plates have pulled out. We manage
to hammer them back in, and make our way into Billund’s small centre to hunt for a bike shop. We are on
the point of giving up, when there’s a shout from behind. There is a bike shop, which Mr. Observant here
rode straight past (British bike shops rarely have large displays of mopeds and scooters outside them,
you see). They have nice shoes, in nice colours, and in the right size. Moreover, they’re the same as
those used by Mario Cipollini! And they probably cost less than they would have done in a London bike
shop, where, in all probability, you wouldn’t be able to get free horrible cheesy Spice Girls postcards
either2.
The new shoes seem to revitalise Tina’s knees, so we make tracks across yet more beautifully smooth
and practically deserted Danish back roads. There was a bit of roughstuff as well, but the surface was
better than yesterday’s, even though it was a bit longer. Lunch is taken at Givskud Zoo. Can I have a bun
please? Then a further couple of hours over the gently undulating terrain, which reminds me of a flattened-out Yorkshire Wolds, as far as Brestenbro, to round off a 78 km day with a big bowl of chilli. Today
we also saw our first recumbents. The first was an anonymous yellow SWB job, loaded down with
touring gear and going like the clappers downwind of Billund. The second was a Challenge Wizard
(similar to a Hurricane, but with a 559 rear wheel), ridden by a Dutch woman, whose other half was on an
upwrong tourer. Sensible girl!

Brestenbro: The Editor makes Tea
2

True. This is called being post-modern and ironic.
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Many Danish campsites come equipped with a “bouncy castle”, though they are
more “bouncy Millennium Dome” in shape. The kids on this one have discovered a good trick:

Kids 2, 3 & 4 all bounce simultaneously. Kid 1 shoots about ten feet in the air!

Mossø: Tina impersonates the Little Mermaid. Note new shoes...
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August 4th
A gloomy looking morning, after heavy overnight rain, but after a two-minute downpour three hundred
yards after leaving the campsite, the sun comes out to play3. As did the hills, blast them, for we are
approaching the SE corner of the Danish Lake District. A brief burst of busy but fast main road, and then
it’s back to the lanes again, as we skirt around the Mossø, and then pick up National Cykel Rute 4, which
leads us right into the middle of Århus. Here the cash machine is raided, and the theatre avoided – in
1993 I leaned the bike against the Århus theatre, which kicked it over and bent the handlebars. Then we
head for the docks. Yes, we can get the ferry to Kalundborg from here. The fast catamaran one, which
takes 90 minutes, will be 200 krøne each. The slow one is only 100 krøne each, but takes 3½ hours. We
opt for the slow one, as it’s leaving now . Most of it turns out to be shut, and our fellow passengers are a
couple of tourists and a handful of truck drivers. It looks as though the new Storebælt bridge has hit the
internal ferries pretty hard – last-minute enquiries before leaving revealed that both the JuelsmindeKalundborg and Grenå-Hundested routes used by our party in 1993 and on the agenda for the main
BHPC posse this year have ceased operation. However, at least the ferry is warm, and doesn’t need
pedalling. Moreover, it sell pints of milk, much favoured by both Tina and Danish lorry drivers.
Through jellyfish-infested waters (many of them sympathetic to the UCI) and into Kalundborg, where the
catamaran ferry is already there, looking smug. Kalundborg is not exciting. Fiat make a car called the
Palio, for sale in “emerging markets”. I wasn’t aware that it was sold anywhere in Europe, but the dealer
in Kalundborg had them. Try finding somewhere to eat at eight p.m. Pizza it is, then. Campsite has the
only dirty toilet in Denmark, and I have to make an emergency dash to the shop at the railway station in
order to buy beer. However, the acceleration of the bike when divested of the luggage feels phenomenal!
74 km of cycling, including the beer run, so maybe 70 of actual travel.

Most impressive sight of the journey so far are the lads loading lorry trailers onto
the ferry. They have these little tractor units with revolving seats and the ability
to go as fast backwards as forwards. Which they do, with thirty tons of trailer
behind them. It is a very very bad idea to stand anywhere near them…
August 5th

Waiter! There’s an alien in my pizza!
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich

Did not start that well, as Tina’s front tyre was found to be flat as we left the campsite, and after only a few
km of lovely fast wind-assisted zooming along the main road, my back tyre went flat too. This meant that
Cartman had to be detached from the back of the bike,
which was found to be very nearly impossible, though
after much swearing, heaving and pliers we got him
off in the end, to discover that one of his dropouts was
bent, and that to fix him back on properly was also
impossible – one of the retaining pins just wouldn’t go
in. But we figured that he was unlikely to be skipping
around too much with that kind of load on board, so
put up a prayer to Gravity and got going again. At
which point it started to rain. And the bløke who had
hurtled past on an M5 just after I’d flatted didn’t stop to
help or anything. And the nice fast main road suddenly turned into a motorway, so we had to follow the
Cykel Rute, which was considerably longer. And following our lunch stop, the most appalling grinding
noises started issuing from the rear of Marchant every
time I put any kind of power on. And there was the
worst bit of off-road yet – it started as a standard gravel
road, but then turned into a “I can’t get up there even if
3

True. Tina writes: “for the first time in days, when Dave pointed at a slightly less dark bit of the sky and
said “look, it’s clearing up”, he’s actually proved right.
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I get off and push” bit of single-track. So we went another way, picking up the main road to Roskilde once
more and riding into town along the newly resurfaced 200m sprint course, chased by another heavy
shower. 84 km, in spite of the main road being only 70-odd. And when we arrived at the championship
base camp, we found that Paul London had drunk the last beer in the vending machine, the rotter.
However, there is a shop just over the road…
The rest of the BHPC touring crew arrived about ten minutes before us – the Donaldsons, Dave Richards
and Jenny on the turbocharged Dawes Galaxy tandem, Paul London, Anna Jenkins, Fiona Grove and
Geoff Bird. Also around are Kevin Doran and Jonathan Woolrich, who have flown in, Steve Slade and
Kingsbury pere et fils, who have driven, Ian Hague, who hitched, and Chairman Dave Cormie, who I think
just materialised out of the ground, the way he normally does. We register, then dive into the Bergamo
pizza joint across the road, to be joined mid-pizza by gNick and Jane Green, who have also driven. It is
a bit of a dive, but very nearly very cheap…

Geoff and Fiona have both neglected to bring their cash machine cards, and
neither knows the PIN number for their credit cards. Thus they pay for everything at every opportunity where Brit-type credit cards are accepted. The
Bergamo is one such place, and Geoff happily signs the bill, in return for folding
money from others in the party. The following day, a swarthy restauranteur is
seen looking for Geoff. The bill has been made out for 2.60 krøne instead of
260…
August 6th
No, the sprints don’t start at 1400, as previously thought, they start immediately after the Minister of
Transport has done her speech at 1000. Trying to be hyper-efficient, the Organisationers have borrowed
the NVHPV’s timing system, which requires that a transponder be attached to all machines. However,
many of the early arrivals don’t know this, and several do what they feel to have been their best sprints
only to find that they don’t get a time. Although the course has the perfect gradient, and a lovely smooth
surface, speeds are not hugely impressive for a couple of reasons. Firstly, the majority of the quickest
machines and riders are absent – no Nilgo, no Meringue, no Sergei Dashevski, no Magic Scooter, no
Jürg Birkenstock, not even a Yan Sheen. The only known quantity is the pink Birk streamliner, ridden by
Walter Berger, but it is thought that Walter is more of a distance man than a sprinter. Secondly, the wind
is very strong, and blowing right in the riders’ faces through the traps, as well as across the early part of
the run-up, which causes problems for many of the faired bikes.
I do one bloody awful run, and spend much of the rest of the time
sitting inside my bike out of the wind, plus some occasional machine inspecting. Best-looking machine by some distance is Swiss
rider Vinz Burgherr’s faired Speedy. The shell is his own design,

Vinz Burgherr’s Speedy.
Photos: Dave Cormie
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an extremely rigid carbon-kevlar device which looks kind of
like a three-wheeled version of Nilgo, if you squint a bit. It’s
a bit tight inside, and there’s no possibility of leaning out in
the corners, so those in the know nod sagely at each other
and mouth the word “Criterium”. Second meanest machine
is the German Chopper, pictured in the last Newsletter. Not
a Raleigh Chopper, you fool, no, this is an ultra-long-wheelbase bike, with the front hub about four feet ahead of the
pedals for the genuine Peter Fonda look. Looking like the
result of an unholy alliance between a pair of Tour Easys,
this machine is thoroughly impractical and a wonderful pose.
And it’s beautifully built, unlike other examples I’ve seen on
the ‘net, which are mainly recycled bits of other bikes. Point
your Web browser towards http://www.tf.hut.fi/~ath/english/
chopper/, and http://www.reed.edu/~karl/chunk/ for some
very strange machinery.
Anyway, the results. Walter Berger is predictably the fastest, ahead of Frank Lienhard’s latest creation, a foam-faired
low back-to-back tandem powered by Frank and Ulf
Krollman. It looks scary, but runs about 70 km/h. The third
fastest, and second fastest solo machine, goes through the
traps about 65 km/h. It’s none other than Mr. Competition Secretary gNick Green and Morse’s Law!
Astonishment all round!! I’m not sure about the results of the part-faired class, as my notes say that the
people credited with first and second place weren’t there. Or something. Unfaired saw Anne van der
Bom third, Ymte Sybrandy second and Frederik van der Walle the winner. Frederik has apparently been
nicknamed “The Cannibal” in his native Belgium, and looks both worryingly young and indecently fast. I
didn’t make a note of the Ladies’ results, being lazy and incompetent, but fortunately some computerliterate person in Denmark has posted the results on the ‘net, so see below for details. Neither Miles nor
Frank & Ulf’s U-boat tandem - fullydressed

Third in the sprint!
Photo: Dave Cormie
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Class
Boys
1
2
Girls
1
Ladies
1
2
3
5
7
10
13
Armpowered
1
Men fully faired
1
2
3
13
Men part faired
1
2
3
Men unfaired
1
2
3
8
24
32
42
44
51

Name
Pieter
Chris

van Dyck
Luijtink

Miriam

Schwarzenberg

Nicole
Ellen
Anja
Sherri
Tina
Fiona
Anna

Schön
van Horst
van der Hulst
Donaldson
Larrington
Grove
Jenkins

Vehicle

Nat. km/h

Niels´ cykel
HB

MPH Age

B 19.642 12.208
NL 16.784 10.431

Oke Ja

D

MEUFL
M5
HB
Kestrel
Kingcycle
Velodynamics
Kingcycle

D
NL
NL
AUS
D
GB
GB

8
8

26.283 16.335 14
49.683
45.229
44.935
39.761
37.572
34.546
30.115

30.878
28.110
27.927
24.712
23.351
21.470
18.717

Slash got a time at all, while
Jonathan finished his sole run
saying that it was the scariest
thing he’d ever done on a bike
– as Oscar has been modified
to enclose Jonathan completely, I can believe him, as
on his second run, Vinz looked
to be having wind problems
even with three wheels.
Jonathan didn’t get a time either…

While spectating, we fell into
conversation with a tall English person of unfamiliar visWalter Berger
Birk
CH 72.816 45.255
age. “Who are you?” we
Frank
Lienhard
HB Tandem
D 69.311 43.077
asked, curiously. The gent in
gNick
Green
Morse's Law
GB 65.729 40.851
question turns out to be Pete
Dave
Larrington
Kingcycle
GB 44.343 27.559
Sewell, a 17-year-old GerPreben Riis
D 49.457 30.738
man-domiciled Brit and someSjoerd van Beuzekom
Baron
NL 47.841 29.733
time competitor in the Dutch
Bernd Bleckmann
Horizont Fast
D 42.593 26.472
racing scene – “but I’ve got to
get a low bike to get anywhere
Frederik van de Walle
Challenge
B 55.831 34.699
against that lot!” His parents
Ymte
Sijbrandij
HB (Flevobike) NL 54.724 34.011
are also around, with a pair of
Anne
van der Bom
Baron
NL 54.001 33.562
KettWeisel 1F/2R trikes – not
Dave
Richards
Kestrel
GB 47.484 29.511
race machines, but great for
Steve
Donaldson
Kingcycle K2 GB 42.418 26.363
Tim
Elsdale
HB Prone
GB 40.194 24.981
gentle road riding, according
Geoff
Bird
Velodynamics GB 36.219 22.510
to Pete’s father, who is a
Peter
Sewell
Radius Hornet GB 35.216 21.887
teacher in a British Army
Paul
London
Trice
GB 29.198 18.147
school in my old home town
of Herford. Racing concluded,
we return to base just in time to avoid the horrible rain. This time we eat in the Bella Napoli, another
Italian joint also just over the road. This is much better, it has ambience, nice food other than pizza, a
singing waiter and a maitre d’ who variously refers to your cycling-jersey-clad Editor as “Marco Pantani”,
“Eddy Merckx” and finally “Rik van Looy”. Who he?
Kevin

Doran

HB (Protobikes) GB 28.184 17.516

After much worry and stuff, my intermittent moany-groany noise is traced. Not,
as I had feared, a broken rear axle, merely the four metal prongs on one side of
the rear Magura making contact with the wheel rim. One swift donk with a large
spanner later, all is well…
August 7th
Out into the suburbs for the crit. It’s quite a long
circuit; indeed at 3.12 km it’s about the length of
Castle Combe, but contains an interesting mixture
of fast and slow, rough and smooth bits. The wind
is blowing directly down the start/finish straight, and
Frank Lienhard reckons that this part of the course
is faster than yesterday’s sprint. Examination of
the Editorial Cat-Eye after the race confirms this.
First away are the unfaired machines, split into two
heats, first ten to qualify. Allert Jacobs and John
Poot’s tandem moves straight into the lead, with
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Messrs. Jacobs & Poot lead Frederik van der Walle
Photo: Dave Cormie

Frederik van der Walle close behind, and Dave third, and the order stays pretty well the same for
the entire four lap race. Meanwhile
Pete and Geoff finish 24th and 32nd
respectively. Determinedly last is
Paul’s Trice, but at least he seems
to be having fun… In the second
heat, Walter Berger’s unfaired Birk
wins comfortably from Jochen
Pietscher’s Kreuzotter, with 1995
World Champion Thomas Kjær
Anderson third. Tim Elsdale brings
Henry Riedel’s machine - now painted yellow (and
his prone home in a fine seventh
not as pretty as last year, if you ask me...)
place, but Steve only manages
12th; he is using his Speedy rather
than the K2 after a warm-up lap on the latter revealed distinct wobblies in the steering. I tried it too.
Nasty. The one which broke at Ingliston was much better.
If memory serves correctly, next up are the children, for a single lap. Like the 200m sprint, this is won by
Miriam Schwartzenberg of Germany riding a Flevo Oké-Ja, by more than a minute. Indeed, the young
‘uns are so spread that Dane Magnus Hessler hasn’t finished by the time the Ladies are starting to line up
for their four lap race. Some twenty minutes later Anja van der Hulst comes in the winner, after outsprinting
Rosmarie Bühler in the final lap. Some way behind in third is Ellen van der Horst, with Mrs. Editor fifth.
The results I’ve got place Sherri tenth, Anna eleventh and Fiona twelfth, but things might have been
different… Why? Well, along the back straight, there is a left turn up a side street, and one left turn up a
side street of neatly kept bungalows looks very much like another, unless the rider and / or the marshal is
paying attention. Some
weren’t – Nicole Schön
lost several places and I
think some of the others
did too. Who was it who
said “Time spent in reconnaissance is seldom
wasted?” Kevin also ran
in this race, as sadly
there was no arm-powered opposition. There
had been five people
registered, but three
pulled out prior to the
championships and the
fourth only one day before racing began. Chiz.
I had been round the circuit, so when the time
came for the fully and
part-faired race, at least
I knew where I was going (smug mode “off”). Chaos at the start, as a looming foam-faired machine veers
towards Jonathan, who promptly decks Oscar in the straw bales. Various people run out to assist, and
Paul comes within an inch of losing his butt as Miles and I weave around the fallen Egg and take off. Up
ahead, Ymte has blasted his Flevo low racer with nose cone and neoprene fairing into a seemingly
unassailable lead, but then he too goes off course somewhere. Apparently, this makes him “really angry”, and a really angry Ymte is something not to be dismissed lightly, as he hurtles past Steve Slade to
get back in front. Further back Miles and I have difficulty passing one of the Leitras on the narrow back
“’ere, isn’t that a fairing?”
Photo: Dave Cormie
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3.12
km/lap
Children
Name
1
Miriam
Schwarzenberg
2
Daniel
Kramer
3
Pieter
van Dyck
Ladies
1
Anja
van der Hulst
2
Rosmarie Buhler
3
Ellen
van Horst
5
Tina
Larrington
10
Sherri
Donaldson
11
Anna
Jenkins
12
Fiona
Grove
Armpowered
1
Kevin
Doran
Men, part faired
1
Miles
Kingsbury
2
Preben
Riis
Men, faired
1
Ymte
Sijbrandij
2
Stephen
Slade
3
Frank
Lienhard
7
gNick
Green
8
Dave
Larrington
12
Jonathan Woolrich
Men, unfaired, Heat 1
1
Allert
Jacobs
2
Frederik
van de Walle
3
Dave
Richards
24
Peter
Sewell
32
Geoff
Bird
34
Paul
London
Men, unfaired, Heat 2
1
Walter
Berger
2
Jochen
Pietscher
3
Thomas
Kjor Anderson
7
Tim
Elsdale
12
Steve
Donaldson
Men, unfaired, Final
1
Frederik
van de Walle
2
Allert
Jacobs
3
Theo
van Andel
7
Dave
Richards
19
Tim
Elsdale

Nat. Laps Min Sec km/h MPH
D
1
06 59.0 26.8 16.7
D
1
08 08.0 23.0 14.3
B
1
08 23.0 22.3 13.9
NL
CH
NL
D
AUS
GB
GB

4
4
4
4
4
3
3

20
20
21
23
24
20
20

27.4
32.8
48.1
17.7
18.4
02.0
11.5

GB

3

21 15.7

26.4 16.4

GB
DK

5
4

23 16.5
21 11.2

40.2 25.0
35.3 22.0

NL
GB
D
GB
GB
GB

5
5
5
5
5
3

21
21
22
24
25
21

09.4
18.4
06.6
22.8
32.8
16.1

44.2
43.9
42.3
38.4
36.6
26.4

NL
B
GB
GB
GB
GB

4
4
4
4
3
3

18
18
18
21
17
20

14.0
14.5
21.3
16.5
33.3
53.3

CH
D
DK
GB
GB

4
4
4
4
4

19
19
19
20
21

02.7
06.7
09.5
05.4
25.6

B
NL
NL
GB
GB

5
5
5
5
5

21
21
22
22
25

42.6
46.0
32.9
51.4
41.9

Spotted at the Drag course - Raleigh Worthington?
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich

36.6
36.4
34.3
32.1
30.8
28.0
27.8

22.7
22.7
21.3
20.0
19.1
17.4
17.3

27.5
27.3
26.3
23.9
22.8
16.4

straight, following which Miles pulls inexorably away. gNick, after a slow start,
also catches and passes me – I have my
hands full trying to fend off one of the Tin
Speedies, which gave me the fright of
my life at the end of the first lap, when
he came past me as if I were stood still.
Fortunately, his speed through the corners and on the climb is less than mine,
and I’m able to pull away. Jonathan, I
believe, also went the wrong way, finishing a disgruntled twelfth. Ymte takes the
win, from Slash, with the Meufl tandem
of Frank and substitute stoker Helmut
Walle third. Many were astonished to find
Vinz Burgherr’s Speedy in fourth, while
some were less astonished, following
warnings from riders in earlier races, to
find one of the Dutch guys being dragged
out of the bushes at the end of the first
lap. That corner is a lot tighter than it
looks…

Over to the unfaired types, for their fivelap final. Dave’s plan was to slipstream
the Jacobs/Poot tandem from the start.
I think Tim’s plan was to miss the start
altogether – if so, he bungled it, joining
the rest of the racers shortly before the
off. Dave’s plan also went awry, as his
39.3 24.4 foot slipped off the pedal on the line and
39.2 24.4
could only watch as the tandem and
39.1 24.3
37.3 23.2 Frederik shot off into the distance. He
34.9 21.7 recovered to run fifth for a while, behind
Theo van Andel and Walter Berger, but
43.1 26.8 was them caught by the group behind
43.0 26.7 and took seventh place in a close sprint.
41.5 25.8 Indeed, we think that Dave crossed the
41.0 25.5 line ahead of sixth place man Jochen
36.4 22.6
Pietscher, but unfortunately Dave’s transponder was on the back of his bike, while
Jochen’s was right at the front. Tim came in 19th,
but I don’t think his heart was in it really…
41.1
41.0
40.8
35.2
32.0
26.9

25.5
25.5
25.4
21.9
19.9
16.7

With the crits all over, we ride down to the harbour,
where the drag races are set to take place in front
of the Viking Ship Museum. There’s a good number
of spectators, as well as Simon Nef apparently trying to weave a basketwork fairing out of willow twigs.
At least that’s what it looked like he was up to. Results of the drags are shown below, as after the
Ladies’ competition was done we departed. Incidentally, the new European Ladies Drag Champion
Tinka Sager owned a Kingcycle, but didn’t know
about the racing scene until she attended a sort of
seminar given to her local ADFC branch on the sub-
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ject of recumbents a couple of years ago…presented by Mrs. Editor.
See, it’s contagious! The rest of the day was mainly spent in dismantling Steve’s Speedy, so it could travel home in gNick’s van. The reason for this being that after fifteen years of Donaldson maltreatment,
the central casting cried “enough”, and broke comprehensively into
two pieces, happily while Steve was travelling at a walking pace. This
task is carried out surreptitiously around a corner, in the hope that
Greenspeed builder Ian Sims won’t notice, and means that Steve will
have to borrow Dave’s Kestrel to ride home. Eight high gears? Suits
you, Sir!

200m drags
Children
Name
1
Nina Greve Roesen
2
Daniel Kramer
3
Stine Møller
Ladies
1
Tinka Sager
2
Ulrike Holst
3
Ellen van Horst
Men
1
Lars Schroeder
2
Frederik van De Walle
3
Tim Biesemans

As mentioned above, Frank had a substitute stoker in
the back of his beastie for the crit, the reason for this,
we’re told, being
that regular rear engine Ulf Krollman had
been taking a last-minute leak in the
bushes when he got stung by a bee. No,
I don’t know which bit of him got stung…
So Helmut volunteered. Now Helmut is
quite a bit smaller than Ulf, and thus can’t
see out of the fairing. Apparently, every
time they went over the big bump halfway down the back straight, a sort of
whimpering noise could be heard from
the back of the tandem, no doubt in anticipation of the rapidly approaching lefthander…

Nat.
DK
D
DK
D
D
NL
D
B
B

August 8th

Proof that Dave Cormie at least is not a bicycleobsessed monomaniac...
ships or museums. This thoroughly investigated, we walk up to the town centre
to partake of coffee and sticky buns, with
the intention of watching the Uphill/Downhill race in the afternoon. This piece of
inspired lunacy was supposed to be a
series of five lappers around a half-mile
circuit of which about three feet were level.
However, when we reached what we
thought was the circuit, there was a dearth
of HPV’s to be found, and eventually we
managed to ascertain from one of the
workmen removing the “Danger –
Cykelløb” notices that the event had indeed been cancelled.
Chief
Organisationer Niels Greve later said that

Started with a whole bunch of heavy rain. Did not
improve much. We decided to give the Round-TheCones event a miss, as did all the Brits with the
exception of Fiona and Pete, though we did watch
one of the bairns having a go. Then Jonathan, Tina
and I decided to dose ourselves with Kulture, and
went into town to visit the Viking Ship Museum,
which is highly recommended if you like Vikings,

Round-The-Cones
Children
Name
1
Stine
Møller
2
Nina Greve Roesen
3
Pieter
van Dyck
Ladies
1
Annett
Seitenglanz
2
Ellen
van Horst
3
Anja
van der Hulst
6
Fiona
Grove
Men
1
Rodolphe
Friemel
2
Espen
Dallerup
3
Jean Charles Gosselin
31
Peter
Sewell
Tandems
1
Bas
Breedveld
2
Allert
Jacobs
3
Sebastian
Fähler
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HPV
HB
Niels´ cykel

Nat. Time Age
DK 02:24.1 11
DK 02:44.3 10
B 02:53.6 8

?
D
M5
NL
HB
NL
Velodynamics GB

02:25.6
02:30.6
02:32.6
03:22.5

Birdy
F 01:37.9
Mountinbike
DK 01:40.4
Brompton
F 01:44.6
Radius Hornet GB 02:32.3
HB tandem
HB Tandem
Tandem

NL 02:53.9
NL 03:09.4
D 03:30.9
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gNick contemplates his Dinner...
Photo: Tina Larrington
this was partly because the wet weather had rendered the course extremely dangerous, but also because the riders would have had to spend long periods freezing their behinds off in the pouring rain.
Which sounded quite reasonable to me. In the evening came the Get-Together Dinner. The food was
unmemorable, being distinctly skool-dinnerish, but some of those present had a great deal of fun constructing the aluminium-foil Viking ship which would have adorned the cover of this issue if there’d been
a suitable picture. Indeed, one of the table-clearing staff was so amazed that she called her colleagues
over to look…

Difficult to think of much amusing which went on today, so perhaps something
from yesterday instead. After the bar shut early, some of us returned to the
tents with bottles. Comes a voice from the darkness: “Is this the English pub?”
‘Tis Young Master Kingsbury! He has Beer! In fact, he has more beer, but only
in JK’s Posh Transit. The Editor volunteers to fetch it, and in his absence there
ensues a strange discussion of the underwear brought to Denmark by various
people. Politeness forbids me from repeating that which was revealed, though
I dare say anyone offering liquid bribes to members of the Editorial Team may
well hear some of the sordid details…
August 9th
We didn’t want the rain to continue for the road race, and, verily, it didn’t! A large convoy of HPV’s sets off
for race HQ in a village whose name escapes me, some 10 km from Roskilde, all followed by gNick and
Jane in the van. The weather is warm bordering on hot, but the wind is still quite strong, which caused
Jonathan to give the race a miss. The poor sod has had a thoroughly miserable championships, with a
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Miles Kingsbury
Dave Richards

The Author

Miles
Kingsbury

Start of the road race
Photo: Dave Cormie

wind-affected and untimed sprint and a disastrous crit, as well as having to fettle Kevin’s bike from time to
time. Tina, Geoff and Fiona elect to go to Copenhagen instead, while Anna and Paul come out to the
course to act as unofficial service crew for Kevin. Well, for the first lap at least… The start is a bit rushed
for some of us – I’m still getting zipped up and gNick doesn’t have his lid on at all when the rest of the field
move off, while Miles ties himself in knots, thus wrecking our pre-race plan for him, Steve, Dave and I to
try to work together. Halfway round the first lap, he comes past at a great rate and takes Dave away with
him at a speed which would have killed me had I tried to match it. Some two-thirds of the way round, a
junction approaches. Five seconds later, and I’d have failed to see Steve turning right, and would have
gone straight on. Others, including Vinz Burgherr, gNick and Slash, were not so lucky, in spite of Slash
having recce’d the course by car a day or so before. Miles said he was probably asleep as usual.
After two 17.5 km laps, I jack it in. Various bits of me are starting to seize up, and I need them to ride
home with. I get back to base in time to discover the horrible truth about the junction. gNick is absolutely
livid, but when the Organisationers offer the Lost Boys a restart, wherein they will be timed over two laps
and their average computed from that, most of the faired ones accept. He’s just got going again when
Slash appears, and such is the boy Green’s annoyance that it takes Mr. Multiple Champion threequarters of a lap to catch him. Some of the unfaired guys also restart, but I think some of the quickest
were so lost that they didn’t get back until long after the restarting racers had left. Among these was
Frederik van der Walle, who must have been a strong contender for the unfaired class.
Meanwhile, those who know where they’re going continue to do so, except Steve, who walks in with a
highly distressed front tyre. Dave is glued to Miles’ rear (unh-unh), and the realisation dawns on us that
he’s leading the unfaired class by a long way. Kevin was only scheduled to do two laps, but defied
authority to complete three, in spite of having to remove one of his front brake blocks on lap one. In the
Ladies’ class, Rosmarie Bühler’s faired Kingcycle holds off Nicole Schön’s faired low racer, six minutes
ahead of unfaired leader Anja van der Hulst. Nicole said she’d had problems with the cross-winds; odd,
as her machine is a lot lower than Marchant and I hardly noticed them at all. She was going quite a lot
faster than me, though. Sherri came in sixth, accompanied by a fluffy banana which had fallen off someone else’s machine earlier in the race. Up at the front, it’s Ymte Sybrandy again, safe in the knowledge
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1 lap=17.5 km
Children
Name
1
Stine
Møller
2
Fabian
Halgren
3
Nina
Greve Roesen
Ladies Faired
1
Rosmarie
Bühler
2
Nicole
Schön
Ladies Unfaired
1
Anja
van der Hulst
2
Ellen
van Horst
3
Jiska
Bot
6
Sherri
Donaldson
Armpowered
1
Kevin
Doran
Men Faired / part-faired
1
Ymte
Sijbrandij
2
Walter
Berger
3
Frank
Lienhard
4
Steve
Slade
7
gNick
Green
8
Miles
Kingsbury
Men Unfaired
(1)
Dave
Richards
(2)
Sjoerd
van Beuzekom
(3)
Edgar
von Ballmoos
(17)
Tim
Elsdale
(27)
Peter
Sewell

Nat. laps hr. min. sec. km/h MPH
DK
1
0 52
29 20.01 12.44
DK
1
0 56
4 18.73 11.64
DK
1
0 59
14 17.73 11.02
CH
DK

3
3

1
1

20
20

6 39.33 24.44
23 39.19 24.36

NL
NL
D
AUS

3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1

26
33
39
57

22
29
38
14

GB

3

2

09

51 24.26 15.08

NL
CH
D
GB
GB
GB

5
5
5
3
2
5

1
1
1
1
0
2

43
43
53
09
49
09

23
35
3
48
7
27

50.78
50.68
46.44
45.13
42.76
40.56

31.56
31.50
28.86
28.05
26.58
25.21

GB
NL
D
GB
GB

5
4
4
3
3

2
1
1
1
1

09
45
47
34
46

44
51
17
34
2

40.47
39.68
39.15
33.31
29.71

25.15
24.66
24.33
20.70
18.46

36.47
33.70
31.62
26.87

22.67
20.94
19.65
16.70

that with the course car in front of
him, he’s unlikely to get lost, and
he duly takes the win, holding off
a late charge from Walter Berger
in the Birk. Third up are Frank and
Ulf in the tandem, in spite of getting lost and having to partially
unzip their fairing in order to turn
round. The bike looks even more
scary after that, as the rear part of
the fairing is now skewed about ten
degrees off the vertical. Slash’s
three-lap average speed nets him
fourth overall, while the only other
faired or part-faired rider to go the
distance is Miles, eighth of the ununfaired people. gNick’s two-lap
average placed him seventh. The
only unfaired rider to cover the five
laps is Dave, after great teamwork
with Miles. Tim finished 17th out of
the unfaired riders and Pete 27th,
but…

The Naughty end of Frank’s tandem...
At the prizegiving, there is drama! Firstly, children’s class winner Stine Møller bashes her little head on
one of the poles on the podium while getting up to receive her prize, and spends her great moment in
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?
Photo: Dave Cormie
tears. Then it is announced that due to the Great Navigational Cock-Up, no prizes will be awarded to the
unfaired riders; the numbers appearing in brackets below were added by your Editor on the grounds that
to finish first you must first finish. Finally, after Frank & Ulf, and Walter, are already on the podium making
fools of themselves, Ymte declines to accept his prize, because of the marshalling problem. Niels then
announces the reason for the lack of a marshal at the junction on the first lap - unfamiliar, perhaps, with
the speed that HPV’s can attain when there’s big money bags of bike bits at stake4, he apparently disappeared into the bushes for a quiet dump. As they say in some places, “S*** happens”.
After all of which excitement, we return to Roskilde. The weather is now wonderful, so after a bit of
packing up, there is some heavy-duty loafing done while awaiting the return of the touristic types from the
Big City. We have decided to leave on the Sunday night so as to be able to make the ferry from Kalundborg
more easily on the morrow, and finally move off just before six – a distance of about four feet before I
notice that Anna’s rear tyre has gone flat (which, apparently, it does with some regularity). This rectified,
the ten BHPC tourists make good our escape, accompanied by Frank and Ulf, who are holidaying somewhere along our route and have sportingly delayed their departure so that Tina can try the tandem and its
short cranks, which Frank swears are good for knee problems. Tina now wants a back-to-back tandem…
After five km or so, it’s Steve’s turn to get a puncture, and while this is fixed Frank and Ulf depart – they
are running very late already. The rest of us potter gently along to Allerup, about 25 km from Roskilde,
where the nice campsite proprietor phones in our pizza orders, eaten al fresco with a side order of
mosquitoes. Anna proves to be the champion mossie-masher, with 18 despatched during dinner.

Another good reason for abandoning the road race. On the interestingly twisty
and undulating return leg, I am gradually overhauling Simon Nef – after every
little climb I’m just that bit closer. Until the artful swine gets a tow off a tractor
and disappears from view…
4

True. Someone’s sack of goodies included that item indispensable to all recumbent riders – a saddle.
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August 10th
By our standards, a horribly early start to ensure that even with unforeseen disasters, we stand an even
chance of making the 15:30 ferry to Kolby Kås, on the island of Samsø. This proves not to be too difficult
a task, in spite of Anna’s slow puncture suddenly getting faster, and the bottom bracket on the Steveridden Kestrel trying to turn itself inside out. At least the designer was there to be blamed… Talking of
whom, we might have to have a critical reappraisal of Dave’s tail fairing, as Steve spends much of the
return trip removing luggage from the tail of the bike and lashing it onto the already well-laden trailer on
the back of Sherri’s. The weather is still dead nice, and the wind seems to be veering round to the northeast, which is a distinct rarity for this part of the world. Not much to report about this phase of the journey,
especially as for Tina and me it was mainly a case of retracing the route we’d taken the previous Wednesday.
Kalundborg is reached in time to take a leisurely lunch, and the place looks a good deal more inviting on
a sunny lunchtime than it did on a chilly evening. But what’s this? We come all the way to Denmark and
Geoff is drinking Caffreys? Oh dear. Down to the docks and onto the boat, after a lengthy queuing
process – the man in the office is obliged to issue ten separate tickets. He’s also confused as to how
there can be ten cyclists but only nine bikes, but we get on board, lash the bikes down and scarper
upstairs to loaf in the sun for the two hour journey.
Once disembarked on Samsø, we have a gentle ride along the island to Sælvig, where a second ferry will
return us to Jylland, specifically the town of Hov, or Hou, or quite possibly both. No-one seems to know
how to spell it… There’s an hour and a half to wait,
so we pile into the restaurant and feed our faces.
It’s pricey, but nice. As is the ferry, and the campsite at journey’s end. Long-term readers may remember the odd reference to earwigs in the report
of Denmark ’93, but it seems as though the SælvigHov ferry is Earwig Central. The car deck is alive
with the things. It also seems as though the
loadmasters on the ferry are a bit clueless about
bikes, as they all get stacked up against the side of
a truck. Happily the crossing is calm, and we manage to get them unstacked again before the vehicle starts moving. Once at the campsite, there is
no eating to be done, and the cold that Paul smuggled into Denmark and handed over to Geoff for
safekeeping is now slithering up my nose, so it’s
an early night for me. I’m not sure how far we came
today, but it was probably of the order of 70 km.

A Samsø dignitary

As we approach Kolby Kås, it seems
there’s something familiar about Samsø.
Then it dawns on someone – I think it
was Paul. Green fields, low hills, windmills - the place is actually TellytubbyLand! We keep our eyes peeled for overweight locals with antennae growing out
of their heads, but I think they must stay
indoors when the ferry lands.

August 11th
A much more relaxed start to the day, which is just as well for me, as my head feels as though it’s full of
cotton wool. The route down to Horsens has some fair to middling sized hills in it, and this coupled with
the heat makes it a tiring morning, with the field getting more and more spread out. At Søvind, Dave &
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Jenny and Anna split from
the rest of us to follow the
marked Cykel Rute, which
takes in a certain amount
of roughstuff. The rest of
us are firmly against such
excursions, what with low
racers, trailers and skinny
tyres and all. So instead
we follow the main road
into Horsens, and ride in
a big circle looking for the
town centre. This does
mean we find a huge iron
sculpture of a bike at the
roadside, and if anyone’s
got a picture, especially of
Paul trying to ride it…
Town found, lunch munched.

The latest Design from the House of Bendtsen

The problem with Danish Cykel Rutes, if you’re trying to get from A to B, is that they frequently go via
C, D, E and, in all probability, F as well. Such is the
case with the one we’re following, in the general
direction of Vejle, with a view to ending up at Jelling
for the night. Now Jelling lies south-west of Horsens,
and Vejle as near due south as makes no difference, but the Cykel Rute takes off east, and naturally the first few km are a gravel track. It’s very
pretty, running as it does along the southern shore
of Horsens Fjord, but sooner or later it’s bound to
cause trouble. It does, just as we’re back on tarmac,
Geoff’s rear tyre goes flat. There is swearing. His
spare tube is also found to be duff. There is more
swearing. Neither leak is willing to reveal its location without a prolonged fight. There is so much
swearing that Paul, Anna, Dave & Jenny depart to
follow the advertised Rute, roughstuff and all (the
tandem has big chunky tyres, Paul has three wheels
and Anna is barking mad), leaving behind Dave’s
pump – everyone thought it was mine. Meanwhile,
the swearing continues, until Tina and Fiona use a
bowl and the contents of Tina’s water bottle to locate one of the non-airtight bits, while the Editor
attempts to go to sleep in a handy field. In the two hours since lunch ended, we have travelled precisely
six km…
Anyway, we get moving again, and continue south. The copy of “Bild Zeitung” (German equivalent of
“The Sun”) spotted by Tina in the campsite shop this morning had a headline about the heatwave affecting Germany – “38 Degrees – Set To Continue” or somesuch. I don’t think it’s quite that hot here, but it’s
still very warm. A rather long main road section is distinctly hairy, but the map shows no alternative.
Then it turns into a motorway, so another detour, almost into the outskirts of Vejle, which we are now
trying to avoid – we just want to get to Jelling and fall over. Things improve with a huge downhill into
Hover – Fiona is dead impressed with the stability of the Editor, Marchant and Cartman down the hill, until
I tell her that this was due to having the brakes on hard all the way. Things then get worse again as we
climb what must be the steepest col in Denmark. Steve’s gears make a horrible noise near the bottom,
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Ideal tackle for Danish Cykel Rutes - by Michael Andersen
and he is obliged to get off and walk. Sherri doesn’t bother trying, while the rest of us struggle to the top.
Well, Geoff and I struggle a bit; Fiona has become notorious on this trip for her climbing ability and Tina
seems to be better at it than me, though this is possibly not unconnected with the extra 25 kg of Cartman
and contents attached to my machine. Finally we hit a road actually bearing signposts to Jelling. Not far
now, and surely no more hills of note… Wrong, a gentle climb turns a corner and becomes another cliff
face. Once again Sherri turns pedestrian, but Steve makes it this time and runs back down the hill to
assist. Where does he get the energy? Finally we reach the town and the long gentle downhill to the
campsite. Halfway along this, and the Steam Team emerges from a side road, and thus reunited we
arrive at the campsite just ten minutes after the shop has shut L. Not what we need after 87 km. Happily
the campsite dude is easily persuaded to open up again just for us, so the prospect of a beer-free
evening mercifully recedes. Dinners are cooked, beers drunk and the kamikaze craneflies diving into the
candles in the centre of Tina’s elaborate windbreak of empty bottles are poked with sticks. Paul and the
Editor compete with each other to see who can snore louder than the nearby railway. I did see a live pig
today, though, so it wasn’t all bad news.

The café in which Geoff, Fiona, Tina and I took lunch had a variety of things on
the menu. Geoff played safe with a cheeseburger, while the rest of us have the
“Special Pitta Bread”. Clearly Tina and Fiona didn’t mis-spend enough of their
youth eating doner kebabs, as they make hopeless attempts to be ladylike and
eat the things with cutlery. The Editor, a veteran of Greasy Abdul’s in the Fulham
Road, has no such problem…
August 12th
The Editor crawls, coughing, out of his pit. “Good morning!”, says Anna. “Morning” barks the Editor.
“How are you?” she continues. “Bleurrgh!”, I say, graphically. She then asks something so completely
off-kilter (I can’t remember what) that I look at her in astonishment… and realise that she is in fact talking
to husband Kevin on her mobile phone! Doh! Perhaps I should have put my glasses on first. Time for
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hGv?
breakfast and empty bottle collection (you get money back on them, you see). Anyway, today the Editorial Team detaches itself from the main group. They are heading for Ribe in search of whatever it contains – some sort of culture, I think. We are heading back to Vorbasse, as it has been made very clear to
me that if Legoland is not visited, I will be killed. So the others pack up and rush off, while we take our
time. We decide to go back to the centre of Jelling to see the burial mounds, rune stones and other
significant things. Park up next to the Tourist Office. Oh look! What funny bicycles! The rest of the group
is still there… After Artefacts have been Inspected, we go our separate ways once more. It’s still warm
and sunny, though less offensively roasting than yesterday, and the terrain is flatter too, so our meagre 34
km takes only a couple of hours all-in, in spite of the one long stretch of very flat, very straight and very
much like the Darlington TT course in terms of road surface road. And the long stop where we chat to a
friendly taxi driver – “Why Denmark???” he asks – and direct a wandering child to the sign he’s looking for
as part of his orienteering. In Vorbasse we spend the rest of the day loafing in the sun, doing absolutely
nothing. Loafing? We love it, mate!
In his book “Last Chance To See”, Douglas Adams writes of the problem he had when, chasing gorillas in
Zaire, he met a couple of German students who behaved so much like stereotypical Germans that it was
positively embarrassing. It was like, he said, meeting a stupid Irishman, a fat mother-in-law or an American businessman with a middle initial and a big cigar. He solved this problem by describing than as
Latvian. Anyway, that afternoon, a couple arrive on bikes. He thinks he’s God’s gift, she appears to be
very wet indeed. He spots the bouncy Millennium Dome, removes his shirt and bounces around a lot.
There are two bouncy Millennium Domes here, one clearly labelled “for under-7’s only” and the other for
the older kids. Our hero is on the former. Eventually, he gets bored with bouncing, and goes off to do
other things. But he didn’t get very bored with bouncing, and every time he walks past the bouncy
Mandelson’s Folly off comes the shirt, bounce, bounce, bounce. Even when the kids have all run away
crying because there is a big lout bouncing around on their bouncy wossname, he continues to bounce.
It pains me to have to report, that he, too, was Latvian.
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Troubled by cross-winds?
Meufl & the knees of Nicole Schön & Walter Berger

After much study, we have concluded that the hoverfly is the only insect with the
slightest vestige of intelligence. Other insects are attracted to yellow bicycles,
jackets, guy ropes etc. and then spend hours failing to realise that they are not
flowers. The hoverfly arrives, Investigates and leaves. Moreover, it is the only
insect which can find its way unaided out of a tent.
August 13th
Unlucky for some. After 4½ days of glorious sunshine, the day we choose to visit Legoland is the day the
weather turns all Danish on us. “Still”, we thought, “the Danish kids are back at school now, and the
weather is lousy, so the place will be deserted.” A helpful tailwind blows us back to Billund at record
speeds (for this trip, anyway), only to find that Legoland is full of fat Latvians with bad moustaches, worse
haircuts and quite ghastly children. And that’s just the women. One of the ghastly children apparently
said something rather rude about us. When urged by its mother to refrain from making comments like
that about strangers, the brat replies “Oh, it’s OK, they don’t understand our language”. How Tina prevented herself from being equally rude back and / or punching it on the nose is beyond me. Apart from
which, Legoland is, in the main, jolly good fun, and we spend several hours wandering among the plastic
bricks, punctuated by dashes into the café when the weather goes all soggy on us. We’re a bit worried
about some of the newer products on sale there, though. I can appreciate that Lego needs to get technical to attract the attention of the Nintendo Generation, but there is also a doll, called Scala. Scala is so
closely related to Barbie that an American boy is overheard chastising his sister for wanting “one of them
dumb Barbie things”. When I were a lad… (background “Four Yorkshiremen” mumblings continued
elsewhere). Enough already with the plastic bricks – we head back to Vorbasse between showers,
praying that the weather will pick up on the morrow. 35 miles into a rain-laden gale is not what we need.
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One of the exhibits in Legoland purports to display a “typical Danish village”. We
immediately spot that there’s something wrong – there are people visible on the
streets! Apparently, one morning on the way over, Paul decided to do a bit of DaneSpotting5, and didn’t get into double figures before lunchtime.
August 14th
Mercifully, last night’s heavy rain has cleared, and there’s even a modicum of sunshine for us to pack up
in, although the wind remains a brisk south-westerly. No prizes for guessing which way we have to go.
Actually, it’s not that bad, and we roll into Esbjerg with time enough to spend half the afternoon loafing in
the obligatory Irish pub. Just over 56 km this time, as I manage to keep us on the right road all the way
(OK, I missed one turning, but spotted it when only fifty yards past). Then down to the quayside, where
the others are already hiding in a handy shed in case the rain returns. The nice ferry people let us on
board before everyone else – perhaps we look cold and miserable and pathetic or something. Once
installed on board, there is much drinking, eating, drinking and reading of “Cycling Weekly”, until they
close the bar and we head off to bed.

We have discovered that the strange mushroom-cut-in-half-shaped bus shelters common throughout rural Denmark are not, as we had previously suspected,
pre-fabricated concrete, but actually thick glass fibre. Much warmer to sit on,
but probably too bulky to be worth nicking for conversion into a fairing.
August 15th
The last day! Breakfast in our cabin on leftover fruit, rolls and honey, then wander about the boat converting loose change into coffee, until… Frightening Felixstowe off the Kardboard Kow!! Shortly after this the
Dana Anglia attaches itself to Blighty, and we stop-start our way off the boat and down to the long-term
car park, where most of the others have concealed motor vehicles. Dave and Jenny decline my offer –
“you can ride back with us if you like” and head
off to catch the train to London and parts beyond,
while Tina and I set off to do it the hard way. Wait!
What’s this in the road? A pothole! And another!!
The reason why the first day was so tiring – 115
km along, 5 km dodging holes and another 5 up
and down. Belgium, I take back everything I said
about your roads. This must be England. Two
weeks of Denmark have thoroughly spoiled us,
and of course the first part of the ride seems to
be the worse.
However, pursuing our usual policy of breaks
every 25 km or so – in Elmstead Market, Tiptree, Chelmsford (in the pub) and one mile north of junction
28 on the M25, we’re maintaining a respectable average speed, and the weather is warm and sunny with
a gentle breeze. So that’s alright then. As we get nearer home, the speed rises and rises, and the last 20
km from the M25 to the Sir Alfred Hitchcock in the Whipps Cross Road take only 45 minutes, due to:
•
Thirst
•
The lovely long downhill between Collier Row and Hainault
•
Thirst
•
Better roads
•
Thirst
We’d have stayed for another, but it was nearly dark…

5

Soon to be a major motion picture, starring Ewan Macgregor
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Sadly, I didn’t manage to find a plastic Viking helmet anywhere. Why would I, or
indeed anyone, want such a thing? Well, the new Mercedes A-Class is about to
go on sale in this country, and you know what happens to them when they get
anywhere near something with horns…
Conclusions
•
•
•

•
•

Danish Cykel Rutes are not a particularly useful method of getting from A to B in a hurry
Danish back roads offer some of the nicest cycling conditions I’ve yet to encounter
The Danes are great, coz they drive sensibly when cyclists are around, speak better English than
many Londoners and are unfailingly polite. It wasn’t until we reached Essex on the way home that
we came across any boy racers, cars with the stereo pumped up to “ten feet from the stage at
Donington” level and yobs yelling incomprehensible rubbish from pub gardens.
Getting kids involved is a good thing. We asked Gijs Baron what the Dutch club do to attract new
members. “Nothing really,” he said, “they just sort of appear”. The majority of the Touring Party are
thirty-something.
In spite of what may appear to be the odd moan in the preceding document, we had FUN!

Tina writes:
Serious Side Effects
“While I originally thought that 2 weeks on the bike would result in an overdose which would then lead to
at least one week off the bike and on the Tube, I suddenly found myself thinking quite the opposite.
What, after all, are a mere 22 km to work when you’ve just done 125 in a day? Whizz whizz to work with
the intention of cycling every day, rather than just Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays. So be warned.
Cycling holidays might seriously damage your general laziness!”
Equipment Bit
•
•

YAK BoB trailer. Practice towing it loaded before setting off on a serious trip, and take care on
downhills. While long shallow descents are no problem, steep ones can set the rig snaking. Reversing it is as hard as doing the same thing with a car, and parking requires forward planning.
Sachs Wavey gear changers. Brilliant!

Credits Bit
Ta to the following:
Steve, Sherri, Geoff, Fiona, Paul, Anna, Dave and Jenny – super tourists!
gNick, Jane, JK, Miles, Slash, Jonathan, Kevin, Ian, Tim & partner, and Chairman Dave – came the easy
way, but came, which is the main thing.
Niels Greve and crew – running the whole show. Thanks for the beer, Niels, much appreciated!
Frank – delaying departure so that Tina could try the tandem, and generally being mad, in a nice sort of
way.
The usual suspects, who are present at any self-respecting European Championships. Good company.
Marchant The Wonder Bike (formerly The Pink Fairy) – the only HPV in history to do East London to
Denmark, race and come home in one piece, twice.
And especially Tina, who allowed me to talk her into this and then didn’t complain when her legs nearly
fell off. Are you sure you don’t want to go to Interlaken?
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It's Your Letters, It's Your Letters!
Via a slightly-circuitous route, I received a communication from Nick Andrews, whose trike was prominently featured in Nigel Sleigh’s CycleFest article in the last issue. Here’s what Nick has to say about his
design:
Dear Dave,
I saw your posting about my trike on the IHPVA trikes list, and thought you might like some information on
it.
So far as I know, there were two of my trikes at Lancaster last year. One was the red and yellow steeltube construction which was pictured in BCQ, and the other was a later model which belongs to Alan
Beaumont. Alan’s trike has a steel chassis (I think he has put some anodised aluminium panels over it)
and moulded carbon/epoxy boom and rear forks. I made the chassis as a prototype for a moulded
version and it is heavy. The next trike I made has a moulded chassis too. I cycled to the CTC York rally
last year on it, together with three other trikes (two of mine and a Speedy), and quite a lot of people had
rides on it there.
In the BCQ article I mentioned my intention to make some more similar trikes - similar apart from the
folding: the trikes fold into three longways and sideways, but with the first trike, the boom folds up and the
rear forks fold underneath, which makes it awkward as you don’t have anything to stand it on when it is
folded. On the subsequent trikes the steerer folds into the chassis, the seat goes forward and then the
trike is turned upside down and everything else (boom, rear forks, wishbones) folds upwards. I have
taken mine in a bag on trains lots of times without trouble.
That I never made any more steel trikes has something to do with Mike Burrows. When I was watching
a TV programme about Him (for some reason that just sort of popped up with a capital ‘H’!) and the Lotus
‘superbike’ I found that I knew the composite moulder who works for Mike, and who had made the
prototype of Chris Boardman’s machine before Lotus became involved. Mike Nelthorpe (a.k.a., with his
wife, HQ Fibre Products) was my best friend when we were little boys; we used to make wooden model
aircraft and boats together. The TV programme showed him still living in the same village where we had
been at primary school together. I had not heard of him for over thirty years, after I was sent off to
boarding school and my parents moved. Mike Burrows reintroduced me to his namesake and, to cut a
long story short, we are now making slightly bigger toys than we used to - I pay him to do work on my
moulded trikes (several thousand pounds to date), although I do a bit of work for him too. And we are
friends again too, planning a sailing trip on the Norfolk Broads later this year.
So I have not made any more steel trikes, nor do I intend to, since the moulded parts are better. I now
have moulds for the three major parts, chassis, boom, and rear forks. The wishbones are still steel
although Mike says they would mould nicely. At first I just made the plugs and left it to Mike to do the rest
but recently I have been taking more of an interest in how he does it, not that I have any ambition to do it
myself, but just so I get what I want. It worked out a bit expensive in carbon, but the latest trike is made
in glass fibre and its owner Tom [Patton] sounded very pleased with it when he phoned a week or two ago
[Editor’s note – recent correspondence with Tom confirms Nick’s suspicions]. I lent Tom the moulds and
he got another moulder to do the work up where he lives in Scotland. That’s the beauty of moulding: it
can be done anywhere. I want to try a part-carbon part-glass construction with Mike next, to make best
use of the materials and keep the cost down. The design works very nicely in moulded carbon, and the
ride is improved over the first steel model, particularly back-end stiffness which gives very nice handling
with all-round suspension. A big reason for going over to moulded construction though was ease of
making the trikes: the steel trike has over 20 1" tubes in the chassis alone, a lot of work to braze them up.
Alan calls my trike the GNAT - Great Nick Andrews Trike. I called it the Abercrombie - my middle name.
1998 was not a good year for the GNAT: my father died last winter and I lost a lot of time and creative
energy during his spell in hospital (when I visited him every day, usually by trike), and afterwards; and a
few months ago I was knocked off my upright bike (cycling to work on a busy main road in heavy rain),
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and I have only just been able to start doing things again. So I have not done much work on the trike in
the last 12 months but all being well 1999 should be the year of the GNAT. We are planning initially to
offer kits of mouldings and other bits for people wanting to build them. ‘We’ = Alan Beaumont and I, or
perhaps just Alan: he was very keen on my trike and persuaded me to sell him one; since getting his own
he has become even keener and saying that other people would like one, so I have told him he can
organise the business side of things, as I am sure he would be better at it than me. And as I like my
present jobs and have no desire to run a business, nor to sell my soul to people in grey suits, although I
am determined to do my best to ensure that people have an opportunity to acquire a GNAT. I hope some
sort of distributed means of producing the kits might be possible, in view of the nature of the trike’s
construction and the existence everywhere of people who do mouldings. I would not want to sell the
rights to a single manufacturer unless I thought that would be the best way to get it made. The delays in
getting things going have definitely been down to me, not Alan.
The Aerotrike which I also saw mentioned was, as stated, something of a copy of mine. Some people
even thought I had designed it, but I did not want to be associated with it: when I rode the Aerotrike it felt
like it was going to tip over when I turned the steering, even on grass - due to too much weight on the rear
wheel - and even so it was difficult not to slide sideways off the seat, which was I think from Robert
Turner’s excellent two-wheeler.
I just read your Jan 16 posting to the IHPVA trikes list but I have not seen your [actually Nigel Sleigh’s –
Ed.] photos. I have kept the heel/ground clearance of my trikes low deliberately; it can be adjusted by
raising or lowering the suspension. Cleats are essential though. I definitely like to be able to feel the
ground with my heels: it may be disconcerting at first but it is a useful means of holding the trike stationary
or even flicking it backwards. High bottom brackets seem to be common and this may give a slight
aerodynamic advantage circling a track but it does not help hill climbing to have your feet sticking up in
the air. The rider sits higher on my GNAT than some other trikes and this alters the angle of the foot so
the bb can be lower. The cost of the mouldings for the trike would have been approx. £1000 in carbon,
but much less in glass.
Nick Andrews

OXFORDSHIRE SOCIAL TOUR - 26/27 June 1999
We can now add some more detail to the notice we posted in the last newsletter regarding this exciting
event.
There will be a Family Route of 21 miles on each day. The routes for the more foot-loose will be 53 miles
on Saturday and 44 miles on Sunday. But if 53 miles in a day is your idea of torture, don’t despair.
Because we are all meeting for lunch, you can start with the Family Route, then switch to the Long Route
at lunchtime. This would mean a more civilized 42 miles on Saturday and 35 miles on Sunday.
Bloxham has four pubs, a post office and a licensed supermarket. You are welcome anytime after 7pm on
Friday, but you will need to supply your own food.
We will set off at 10:30 am on both days. The Saturday routes are quite hilly, but most of the roads are
quiet and the views are lovely, particularly from the Sunday lunch stop at Edge Hill, which overlooks the
Civil War Battle Site.
We can provide information on places to stay, but please contact us a.s.a.p. as we cannot guarantee
availability.
There will be a barbecue, with veggie option, on Saturday evening, for £4.00 per person, but please
provide your own drink. To add to the fun we will be knocking up some colourful T-shirts to commemorate
the event. Yours for £9.00 each (size: Large. Children’s size on request). If you require either of the
above, please send your remittance to 7, Salmon Close, Bloxham, Banbury, Oxon, OX15 4PJ, BY THE
4TH OF JUNE AT THE LATEST.
I probably won’t be riding, as I’m recovering from a broken leg, but will provide motorised support, should
it be required. We hope to have a mobile phone in each group.
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If you require further information, please call (01295) 721 860 or 720 615.

Here is where we are at, man!

This has been sitting in my “in” tray for about two years; I think it was given to me by Steve Donaldson,
who got it from his “Tufty Club Book No. 1”. Anyway, I hope it proves useful for all the trike-istas out there

J

...Daddy put on his hat and coat and went out. He couldn’t see Harry coming, so he went to the big busy
road. There in the middle of all the motor cars and motor bikes, Daddy saw Harry riding on his tricycle.
“Come out of the road you silly boy!” Daddy called out. But just at that moment a big motor van came
round the corner and knocked Harry’s tricycle right over. You see, it was so small that Mr Brown Rabbit
the van driver didn’t see it.
...
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Constable Bertie then took Harry in his panda car to Tufty’s house. “Just fancy riding that tricycle in the middle of the busy road! It’s a wonder you didn’t get
killed!” he said. “But it’s got wheels!” said Harry. “Yes, I know it has”, replied Constable Bertie, “but everything with wheels doesn’t go in the road - NOT toys.
You ride your tricycle on the pavement, young man. When you are big and have a real bicycle, you can learn how to ride properly. Then you can go on the
road!”

Unintentional irony alive, well, and living in Denmark...
Photo: Geoff Bird

STOP PRESS!!!
A chance encounter with Juliane Neuß in BikeFix last night led to an opportunity to test ride the recumbent Brompton. Being the best part of a foot taller than the designer didn’t help, obliging me to ride with
my knees sticking out at a ridiculous angle, and wearing Look shoes on the bike’s normal pedals also
didn’t add to any feelings of control and security I may otherwise have had... but from this brief ride, the
machine felt thoroughly sorted. After failing to find a manufacturer willing to take up the conversion kit,
Juliane and Ingo Kollibay are to make it themselves, and I for one wish them every success.
The Flevo back-to-back tandem is now apparently available to the paying customer. As well as the plans
(60 Fl / £10), you can now get a kit for 4690 Fl / £1400 and a complete bike for 5990 Fl / £1800 (sterling
prices approximate).
This is the production version of the well-known two wheel drive aluminium frame back-to-back tandem,
hinged in the middle and with a suspension unit between the seats. Dual
26" (559) wheels, seat heights 60cm /
24", bottom bracket heights 79 cm /
31 cm. Wheelbase is 230 cm / 90.5",
overall length approx. 332 cm / 131"
Weight 26.7 kg / 59 lb, gearing Dutch
(52T chainring, 12-28 block, Sachs
3x7). Optional front hydraulic disc
brake, and you can rent one from the
Flevobike factory for 60 guilders a day.
Further details from:
Flevobike
de Morinel 55
8251 HT Dronten
tel.: (+31) 321-337200
Now, where ca
fax: (+31) 321-337201
n we get the m
oney? Denni
e-mail: flevobike@wxs.nl
s? DENNIS??
http://www.ligfiets.net/flevobike/rug-aan-rug.htm
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Suppliers & Wants
Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page
Half page

£30.00
£15.00

Approximately 350 copies of each issue are printed. Entries in the "Suppliers and Wants" section are
free, and should not go over the top with hyperbole. Leave that to the professionals, or at least Nicole &
Papa. We'll gladly do you as shiny an advert as we can, bearing in mind how this magazine is welded
together; please take out an advert at the above rates and send the money to Dennis Adcock. If your
prices or products change, please tell me...

Oliver Zechlin’s 1997 HPV CD-ROM is now available in the UK.
Today’s most comprehensive electronic archive about Human Powered Vehicles includes pictures,
texts, video clips and homepages about recumbent bicycles, waterbikes, railbikes, and aircraft.
18 pounds including P and P.
Contact:

Richard Loke, 61 Mulberry Close, Cambridge, CB4 2AS
Phone: 01954 261557 or e-mail: rl@analysys.co.uk

Valley Cycles, Unit 2, Nene Court, The Embankment, Wellingborough,
Northants, NN8 1LD
Phone: 01933 271030
e-mail: valley@primex.co.uk
are now importing the BikeE medium wheelbase recumbent bicycle from the USA. Prices from: £650

Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie
Industrial Estate, Bickland Water Road, FALMOUTH, Cornwall, TR11 4SN
Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk
We supply the Trice recumbent tricycle, Speed Ross recumbent bicycle and Festina XLR
Low Racer, with the GEM Sociable recumbent tricycle and Compact Tandem to follow. All
machines are available as framesets, and a wide range of accessories is also available:
Trice

Now with 20x1.75 HP front / 26x1.95 rear tyres (20x1-3/8 / 700c optional), Shimano
Deore LX components.
£1599
Frameset: £1299
Sachs Trice
Trice fitted with 30cc Sachs motor for powered assistance. Maximum speed with power
assist 15mph, adds about 10kg £2100
Electric Trice Fitted with TGA electric motor. Can be ridden without helmet, driving licence, tax or
insurance by anyone over 13. £TBA
Speed Ross
Choice of above-seat or under-seat steering, choice of Shimano Deore LX or Shimano
STX components.
LX:
£875
STX:
£825
Frameset:
£675
Festina XLR
Possibly the fastest unfaired recumbent in the UK. Tail fairing available. £1100
Unpainted Frameset with front & rear wheels: £800
HPV's for the disabled available to special order - please call for details.
Build your own - plans for all models available £65
Rear fairing / luggage box, 120 litre capacity
£295
Full fairing (GRP nose & nylon body)
£400
Many other accessories (too numerous to list here - Ed) available. Orders accepted with £200 deposit
(£150 for Speed Ross), delivery £25. All prices include VAT.
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Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156,
Australia.
Phone: +61 3 9758 5541
Fax: +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: greenshp@ozemail.com.au
WWW: http://www.greenspeed.com.au
Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun. The have
been well tested on Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities,
and have been successful in HPV racing.
GB 16/20
GBR 20/26
GT 16/20
GT 20/20
GTR 20/20
GTS 20/20
GTT 20/20
GTH 20/20

Commuter Bike
Touring Bike
Child's Trike
Adult Commuter Trike
Touring Trike
Sports Tourer
Tandem Trike
Hand Trike

SWB, 7-speed
SWB, 21-speed, Cro Mo 4130 tubing
7-speed, 10 years - 5' (152 cm)
21-speed
63-speed, Cro Mo 4130 frame tubing
42-speed , Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing
63-speed, Cro Mo 4130 frame tubing
42-speed, Reynolds 531 frame tubing

A$2,100
A$3,700
A$2,200
A$3,400
A$4,400
A$5,200
A$7,400
A$4,400

Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available. Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information package.

Kinetics, 15 Rannoch Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 2JS
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552
e-mail: UKKinetics@aol.com
WWW: http://users.aol.com/UKKinetics/
We're importing the HPVelotechnik machines from Germany:
Wavey
Suspension Wavey
StreetMachine

nippy SWB, 20" wheels, ASS
£600
as above with Ballistic suspension forks
£650
excellent full-suspension SWB, USS fast tourer £1300

We also import the S&S Torque Couplings which braze into any steel frame to split it in half - now
available for 50mm tubing - £200. We're also specialising in custom framebuilding, especially the unusual, and have stocks of seamless 50mm cromoly for recumbents, etc. As well as this, we're also
agents for ICE Ltd - making the Trice, Ross, Festina, etc., and for Brompton. We also have an excellent
second-hand Linear for sale - very low mileage with some excellent modifications for £700 o.n.o.

Rob Hague, Westcountry Recumbents
Phone: 0870 7401227 (national rate)
Fax available by appointment
e-mail: RobHague@FeetFirst.connectfree.co.uk
WWW: http://OurWorld.compuserve.com/homepages/RobHague
Flevobike, AnthroTech and Greenspeed machines in Somerset, England. Plus I think Rob can lay hands
on Tioga Comp Pool tyres! - Ed.

Comfort Cycles, Yate, Gloucestershire
Phone: 01454 320319
Recumbents from Rans, Challenge and M5 (Blue Glide & Citymate). Recumbent-specific luggage from
Allfa and M5.
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Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14
6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Phone: 01249 782554
Composite products for HPV’s:
Trike full shell. ‘96 model in 5 separate mouldings to fit trike 60 cm track, 100 cm wheelbase. Bike
nose fairing. Bike rear fairing / boot. Seat. Mudguards for 20”, 700c and mountain bike size wheels.
Helmet shell. NACA style ducts, etc. etc.

Middleburn Cycle Technology, Chris Dodman
Phone: 01420 22995
In addition to their range of cranks and hubs, there are also chainrings, what is highly recommended by
me, what is the Editor. The largest for each type are:
Compact drive (94mm PCD) 48T
Standard MTB (110mm PCD) 52T
Road
(130mm PCD) 62T
Larger chainrings can be manufactured in small batches.

Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue,
Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Phone: 01621 0815476
"Hand Painted T-Shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool"

Patrick Shaw, Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East
Sussex, RH18 5EE - New & s/h machines
Phone: 01342 822847
STREETGLIDER - SWB with underseat
steering, 531 Longstaff frame with negative
rake forks.

Frameset:
Complete bike from:

£795 inc. VAT
£1350 inc. VAT

VISION RECUMBENT - The only convertible SWB / LWB in the UK.
Complete bike from:
£995 inc. VAT
SPARES:

Tyres:
HP tubes:

500A Michelin
- £7.50 450A
- £6.95.
500x28A Michelin
- £3.50 Swallow 500A/20"
- £3.00
450/18"
- £3.00
P&P add £0.50 per tube, £1.00 per tyre, to a maximum of £5.00.Credit cards welcome.
We also handle European subscriptions for "Recumbent Cyclist News" (RCN). RCN is 100% dedicated
to promoting recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders, dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers. Annual subscription £25.95
(six issues). "RCN is better than a blow on the head with a big stick! Give Bob Bryant an OBE!"- Ed.

<Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow G4 9LW
Dave Holladay
Phone / Fax: 0141 332 4733
offers a variety of interesting goodies, including:
Primo 37-349 tyres
£14.95 + £1.50 p&p
Dave can now also supply Primo 37-451 tyres and is investigating the sourcing of other items including
IBC hydraulic brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks etc.

Robert Turner, 2/32 Pentland Drive, Edinburgh, EH10 6PX
Phone: 0131 445 7497
e-mail: BicycleBob@compuserve.com
Variety of parts available while stocks last. Frame building components & accessories; tubing & rod;
wheels, tyres & accessories; nuts and bolts; bearings & pulleys; etc. etc. Send A5 SAE for current list.
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BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Phone: 0171 405 4639
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk
WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/humanpower
Recumbent-friendly shop in central London. Variety of machines in stock - today there was a Windcheetah,
BikeE, Flevo Oké-Ja, HP Velotechnik Wavey, Optima Dolphin, Pashley PDQ and M5. But I don’t know if
they were all for sale. Plus Brompton and Birdy folders, spares and repairs. And they did a great job
replacing my headset... [is this OK, Stuart? - Ed.]

The Seat of the Pants Company Ltd, L&M Business Park, Norman Road,
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 4ES
Phone: +44 (0)161 928 5575
Fax: +44 (0)161 928 5585
e-mail: sales@windcheetah.co.uk
WWW: http://www.windcheetah.co.uk/seatofthepants/index.htm
Offers the following models:
The Burrows Windcheetah
The Pickup

"Coolest Recumbent of Show", Interbike 1996 Robert Bryant, Recumbent Cyclist News
from £2,400 ex. VAT
Will carry half a Brox with ease!
from £1,400 ex. VAT

Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone 0181 993 3484
"Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world" - ex-Ed

Kingcycle, Miles Kingsbury
Phone 01494 524004
Although the Kingcycle SWB recumbent bicycle is no longer in production, we will continue to supply
spares while stocks last. N.B. We no longer have any 450A (18”) front tyres available.

Norfolk Recumbents, Sunville, The Street, Hindolveston, Dereham, Norfolk,
HR20 5DA
Phone: 01263 861720
Fax: 01263 861162
Kingcycle, Pashley, Radius & Sinner recumbents. Recumbent hire from £25, refundable on purchase.
Sale of spares, 24 hour cycle recovery, B&B + evening meal available.

Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone: 01570 470035
e-mail: chrisbell@argonet.co.uk
Custom milled chainrings - Any size, any shape. Custom freewheels - 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7
speed, 8 speed, 8 compact. Freehub sprockets - Any size, alloy or steel. Also CNC machining, frame
building and the undertaking of design work.

St John Street Cycles, 91-93 St John Street, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 5HX
Phone: 01278 441500
Fax: 01278 431107
e-mail: sjscycles@dial.pipex.com
WWW: http://www.sjscycles.com
All manner of bits, including hard-to-find tyres. Full mail-order service, on-line ordering now available
from web site.
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Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City Road,
Sheffield S2 5HH
Phone: 0114 275 6567
Fax: 0114 270 1016
e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk
Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, under-seat or above seat steering.
£795 Frameset: £575
Rear rack
add £20
Rear mudguard
add £8
Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide. In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory
on alternate Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in
advance to confirm that we are open! We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per
week - again, please call for details. All prices include VAT.

Small Adz...
Stuart Sutherland, 13A Mill Street, Montrose, Angus, Scotland, DD10 8NP
Phone: 01674 671217 (eves)
Wanted: large frame recumbent bike or trike (also a man of few words! - Ed.)

Tony Dixon, 22 Clappers Meadow, Alfold, Surrey, GU6 8HH
Phone: 01403 852255
WANTED - Ross recumbent bike

Dominick Fanning, 119 Egerton Road, Bishopstown, Bristol
Phone: 0117 9420799
e-mail: domfanning@aol.com
Kingcycle, 1994, medium frame, Sachs groupset, Magura brakes, hardly used. £1100 ono

Recumbent UK

The independent recumbent magazine for commuters, tourists, randonneurs and anyone else who
owns or covets a recumbent. Each issue includes news, technical columns, product tests, completely
unreasonable opinions, a 3 month guide to events, a UK source guide, sales & wants, a dealer guide
and much much more.

Recumbent UK

The Laurels
Church Hill
Olveston BS12 3BZ
+44 (0) 01454 613497
www.btinternet.com/~laidback/recumbentuk
RecumbentUK@btinternet.com
Sales & Wants/Events listings are freeeeee
.
send in your name, telephone number, area/country and the details.
Trial issue : £2.50
1 Year Subscription (4 issues) : £10.00

Next Issue: Allegedly goes to the printer invery early April. According to Volume 1 number 4 anyway
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The decision to hold the European Championship road race in conjunction
with the Belgian Grand Prix was looking less and less like a good idea...

